I. Call to order
   a. Present: Jackie, Ian, Krista, Erin

II. Updates
   a. Krista
      i. Krista has been in contact with Julie Gorzik in dodge and they are
         continuing to plan the dodge diversity panel.
         1. We are hoping to have the plans for the panel solidified before we
            leave for winter break that way we can plan for a date in the spring
            semester and have an agenda
   b. Erin
      i. Erin attended the indigenous fashion show and is looking for ways to up
         the attendance at diversity/cultural and religious/spiritual events.
   c. Ian
      i. No current updates.
   d. Jackie
      i. Has been in contact with President Rosenberg and Senator Harris and is
         looking forward to collaborate on the future plans of the buddy system
      ii. Senator Palacios has also been in contact with the leaders of ASTEP
          (Artists Striving to End Poverty)
         1. She met with Dr. Buckner in the theatre department and we have
            been approved to add a Chapman chapter of ASTEP next school
            year.
            a. This means there will officially be a club to combine all
               artforms within and outside of COPA and address art’s role
               in creating social change
            b. Having an ASTEP chapter at Chapman would also grant
               Chapman students access to internships and volunteer
               opportunities all over the world, from New York to South
               Africa, to India etc.

III. Discussions
   a. Creating an Agenda for next semester:
      i. What do we want to focus on? We decided we want to have a more public
         appearance and partner with the CCC on Diversity/Cultural and
         Religious/Spiritual events as often as we can.
1. We intend to continue this conversation when we return from thanksgiving break.

IV. **Announcements**
   a. Have a lovely holiday everyone!